3 Bridle Dell, Egerton, Bolton BL7 9QW

A Quiet Setting
Turn into the private development within the much sought after village of Egerton, made up of just 6 houses built in 2006. Park up on the driveway...Welcome to No 3 Bridle Dell.

Step Inside
Step inside this true family home where there is ample space for everyone to take time out, relax, and have space of their own.
First, let's take the door to your left to discover the garage, this area has been converted to a utility and playroom, a stud wall has been put in front of the garage door but should you want to use this for parking it's a
very simple job to revert back.
Back into the hallway, passing a handy downstairs loo and built-in storage to keep all the clutter at bay.
Continue ahead and you have the lounge at the back of the house, stylish and simple with its neutral colour scheme and contemporary fireplace, a calm haven with doors opening out to the patio.
Just next door you will discover the kitchen, this is where the action happens...cooking, eating, entertaining, a place for the whole family to gather and enjoy each other's company after going about their busy days. A
classic kitchen where you have everything at your fingertips, double oven, hob, extractor, fridge, freezer, dishwasher, and plenty of storage for all your pots and pans. There is plenty of room to accommodate your
guests and in the long summer months, this home is perfect! Just open the double doors and let the party flow outside.

Two more levels
It's time to head upstairs and discover two more floors with five double bedrooms.
On the first floor, you have three of these bedrooms along with two bathrooms. All the bedrooms in this home are doubles so no arguing over who gets the biggest!
Your main bedroom is at the back. A lovely sized room with oodles of storage thanks to the wardrobes that stretch the full length of the wall. Wait until you see the size of the ensuite... it's got a bath and a shower!
The two bedrooms at the front on this floor are bright and cheerful, both with their own fitted wardrobes and drawers.
Continue up to the next level where you have two more doubles and another bathroom...no queues in the mornings in this busy home! This floor has so many uses, a teenage suite, home office, gym...

Stepping Out
The garden at the back of the house is secure for little ones to enjoy. A large patio area stretches across the lower level and then you have the upper levels with a decked area. The garden has been designed and planned
to be low maintenance but you will need to add some steps to finish it off or perhaps you have your own ideas?

On your doorstep
Just a hop skip and a jump away from the heart of the village, Bridle Dell is a most convenient location, where all of the local amenities you could possibly require are within easy reach. First class amenities including
excellent schooling at both primary and secondary level, as well as local shops, reputable pubs, restaurants, churches, 2 sailing clubs and just a short distance from Bromley Cross Train station. The area is in easy
access to the M65, M61 and M60 motorways. It is also surrounded by great tracked cycle routes. The nearby West Pennine Moors give you your countryside fix and are ideal for long relaxing walks.
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